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Abstract: Nowadays, data quality is a fundamental issue to be considered in order to avoid inefficiencies and to 
fully exploit all the benefits of adopting sophisticated information technology platforms that can support essential 
activities for business such as decision making, business intelligence and customer services. Business efficiency 
and effectiveness also depend on the way in which business processes are modeled. A sound modeling of the busi-
ness processes is becoming a higher priority for business managers and analysts since documenting and under-
standing business processes support them in the optimization and improvement of the business functions. In this 
paper we propose a methodology (named BPiDQ) to consider data quality issues in the business process modeling 
phase to support the design of data quality-aware business processes. 

Key Words: Data Quality, Business Process Model, BPMN, Data Quality Requirements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern organizations use different strategies to achieve success, sustainability and competitiveness. 
Most of them concentrate their efforts in adopting sophisticated information technology platforms that 
can support essential activities such as making decision, business intelligence, and costumer services, 
among others. However, these platforms per se are not useful if the core business relies on inefficient 
processes. For this reason, some organizations have focused their efforts on the definition and manage-
ment of suitable Business Processes (BP) that optimize the procedures, the use of information technolo-
gy, and the involvement of the human resources. 

On the other hand, in order to avoid inefficiencies and to achieve all the benefits of the adoption of ad-
vanced information management solutions, high quality data is also needed [1]. Thus, achieving ade-
quate levels of Data Quality (DQ) could be a strategic approach to consider as part of the business pro-
cess management. 

Formally, DQ is often defined as “fitness for use”, i.e., the ability of a data collection to meet users’ re-
quirements [2]. DQ is a multidimensional and subjective concept since it is usually evaluated by means 
of different criteria, namely DQ dimensions, whose selection of those that better describe users’ DQ 
requirements and the corresponding evaluation largely depends on the context of use. 

Guaranteeing high levels of DQ for the data used in tasks at hands is an important issue especially in 
information-intensive organizations. In general, poor data quality exposes organizations to non-
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depreciable risks especially when a business process relies on incorrect, incomplete or out-of-date data. 
Such data quality issues might also imply the complete or partial failure of the business process: e.g., 
the use of a wrong address for a product delivery, or the delay in communicating the needed information 
in a process with strict temporal constraints. These consequences can be avoided or at least alleviated by 
adopting suitable strategies to early tackle the DQ necessities as a proactive attitude facing the occur-
rence of data quality problems when the BP is executed. 

A BP model represents the flow of physical items or informational artifacts through a sequence of tasks 
and sub-processes that operate on them [3]. In business process modeling, the main objective is to pro-
duce a description of the business work in order to better understand the process, and eventually, im-
prove it: for example, the way in which a commercial transaction is carried out. Our idea is to model 
business processes considering in addition the data quality issues, and consequently, including activities 
able to minimize the risk associated with data-related errors. To this aim, it is also important to have a 
suitable notation for modeling the essence of the business as clearly as possible. Among all possible 
choices, a recent study shows that BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) is one of the most 
important and popular standard to modeling business process [4]. Unfortunately, BPMN lacks of the 
mechanisms to represent data quality concerns. In addition, there is no guide either that allows business 
people to incorporate data quality requirements into the representation of the business model when this 
is done by means of BPMN. So, as part of our research-in-progress work, and as the main contribution 
of this paper, we introduce a methodology named “Business Process including Data Quality view point” 
(BPiDQ), that aims to provision a methodological approach for the modeling and design of data quality-
aware business processes as well as the generation of the corresponding DQ requirements for the soft-
ware development that support the business processes. This contribution extends our previous work [5], 
which consists of an extension of BPMN 2.0 that allow business people, in a simply way, to identify the 
critical points where the DQ is crucial for the success of the BP. BPiDQ aims to support the workers 
(business analyst/designer, DQ expert and System analyst) to improve the BP by means of some changes 
or by introducing new activities that guarantee the satisfaction of the DQ requirements and derive DQ 
use case for the software development. In addition, other necessary artifacts that complement the meth-
odology are introduced. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses the related works. The BPiDQ method-
ology and its main components are introduced in Section 3. To illustrate the use of the BPiDQ an exam-
ple is developed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives our conclusions and future works. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
DQ management has been widely recognized as a relevant aspect that deserves to be considered in order 
to globally improve the effectiveness of organization’s performance [6]. Thus, it is important that busi-
ness people are aware of DQ requirements from the earliest stages of the design of a business process, 
i.e., business process modeling. The most used languages to model business processes, namely BPMN 
and UML [4], do not allow process designers to fully specify DQ requirements at a high level. 

To the best of our knowledge, at the present time, there is only one specific notation to represent DQ 
issues in business process, allowing the depiction of what its authors named information products maps 
(IP-MAP) [7]. It permits the specification of business processes by means of a conceptual map and a sort 
of activity diagrams, in which the efforts corresponding to data quality management are properly ad-
dressed by means of some specific constructs [7]. Indeed, BPMN is widely recognized as de facto stand-
ard to model business processes [4, 8]. Its expressiveness can be and has been already extended, to sup-
port some other concerns of interests. For example, it has been extended to support customer needs re-
lated with quality requirements such as time, cost, and reliability [9], to submit/response-style user inter-
action [10], to specify non-functional properties such as performance and reliability oriented to a charac-
terization of the business process [11], to include Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) relevant con-
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cepts in BP models [12], to capture the temporal perspective of business processes [13], to include in-
formation coming from sensors and smart devices [14], to model security requirements [15], to represent 
explicitly legal constraints directly by specific artifacts [16], or to analyze business processes perfor-
mance [17], to name a few. 

However, DQ concerns are not new to BP research area: some existing contributions highlight the need 
of addressing DQ in the business process modeling during the design time. So, for instance, in [18], 
Soffer explores the inaccuracies of data, the situation where the information system does not truly reflect 
the state of a domain where a process takes place. The potential negative consequences of data inaccura-
cy are discussed. The work provides the bases to support the design of robust processes and avoid prob-
lems related to data inaccuracy. Bringel et al. in [19] propose a business process pattern to ensure data 
quality in an organization. The pattern consists in a business process model that can be reused through 
adaptation in specific organizational scenarios. For this, they define DQ attributes associated with in-
formation entities having different meanings depending on the business view and the different organiza-
tional dimensions. The Data Excellence Framework is proposed in [1]. This framework describes the 
methodology, processes and roles required to generate the maximum business value while improving 
business processes using data quality and business rules. In this approach, DQ requirements are speci-
fied as business rules. The set of business rules supporting data quality grows over time as part of the 
process of continuous improvement. Bagchi et al. in [3] introduced a business process modeling frame-
work for quantitative estimation and management of data quality in information systems. Based on this 
framework, they propose to exploit the structure provided by the business process flows to estimate er-
rors arising in transaction data and the impact of their propagation to the key performance indicators. 

Also, Heravizadeh et al. in [20] proposed the QoBP framework for capturing the quality dimensions of 
a process. The framework helps modelers in identifying quality attributes in four quality dimensions: 
quality of functions, quality of input and output objects, quality of non-human resources and quality of 
human resources. In particular, they specify eleven DQ attributes for the input and output information 
objects. 

Finally, the work presented in [21] introduces some concerns focused on the concept of compliance. 
Compliance essentially means ensuring that business processes, operations and practices are in accord-
ance with a prescribed and/or agreed set of previously defined norms. Lu et al. consider that a sustaina-
ble approach for achieving compliance should fundamentally have a preventative focus, thus achieving 
compliance by design [21]. Their proposal consists in incorporating compliance issues within business 
process design methodology to assist process designers. Specifically they propose to model a set of con-
trol objectives in the BP that will allow process designers to comparatively assess the compliance degree 
of their design as well as be better informed on the cost of non-compliance. A DQ aspect considered in 
these control objectives is the data integrity. 

The cited studies consider different DQ dimensions, which are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Data Quality Attributes identified in BP modelling. 

 

 

3. BPIDQ: A METHODOLOGY TO DESIGN DQ-AWARE BUSINESS 
PROCESSES  

 

A methodology is generally defined as a guideline for solving a problem, with specific components such 
as phases, tasks, methods, techniques and tools [22]. We propose BPiDQ, a methodology to support the 
modeling and design of data quality-aware business processes and the generation of DQ requirements for 
the software development.  

BPiDQ uses BPMN as BP modeling language and works with different models in the two first out of three 
levels of abstraction of BPMN [23]. Such levels are: (i) the Descriptive level, which uses the basic set of 
shapes and symbols that are adequate for the needs of business people seeking to document a process; (ii) the 
Analytical level, in which the full set of shapes and symbols can be used to deal with events and exception 
handling showing the complexity and depth of the process; (iii) the Executable level, which deals with the 
XML language underneath the shapes.  

As shown in Figure 1, BPiDQ is composed of four stages. The first stage (BPiDQ-S1) in the BPMN 
Descriptive level, starts by introducing high-level DQ requirements into the BP model. In our work we 
have defined as high-level DQ requirement a mark included into a shape of a BPMN element to highlight a point 
where the DQ is necessary for the BP success. In the second stage (BPiDQ-S2) the high-level DQ require-
ments will be refined in order to generate low-level DQ requirements. In our work a low-level requirement is 
a detailed specification that included among others: the data involved and a set of relevant DQ dimensions. In the 
third stage, (BPiDQ-S3) in the BPMN Analytic level, the DQ requirements will guide the data quality-
aware BP improvement that will imply the addition of new activities or the modification of the process 
flow. Finally, the fourth stage (BPiDQ-S4) supports the generation of use case diagrams to specify DQ 
software requirements. 

 
Figure 1. Methodology to design data quality-aware business processes 
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Also, Figure 1 shows that BPiDQ uses three basic components to support the stages: (a) dqBP, a BPMN 
2.0 extension to include high-level DQ requirements in a BP model, (b) a repository of DQ activities to 
improve the BP from DQ point of view, and (c) a repository of standard DQ use cases to specify DQ 
software requirements. Such components will be described in the following sections together with a de-
tailed description of the BPiDQ´s stages. 

3.1 Components to support BPiDQ 
In the following, three components used in BPiDQ to model and design data quality-aware business pro-
cess and to generate DQ requirements for the software development are introduced. 

3.1.1 dqBP: A BPMN 2.0 extension to support BPiDQ 
Various elements of BPMN are used for data representation (e.g., Data object or Message). However, 
aspects related to data quality cannot be included in this kind of elements using the BPMN language. 
Thus, to support the first stage of BPiDQ and to fill this gap, we have introduced an extension of BPMN 
2.0, named dqBP that enriches the BP modeling with DQ requirements [5]. The high level DQ require-
ments will be modeled in a BP model by means of a set of flags, named DQ Flags. The DQ Flags may be 
associated with the BPMN data-related elements (Data Objects, Message, Message flow, Conversation, 
Data Store, and Activity) to mark that they are susceptible to be linked to special data quality require-
ments. We have also defined the symbol , coming from merging letters D and Q, to perform the mark-
ing of these BPMN elements. Consequently, such symbol must be included into the shape of the BPMN 
data-related element in order to show that the quality of data in that specific point of the process is crucial 
for the business. Table 2 shows a description of these BPMN elements and their graphical representation. 

Table 2: Representation of BP data- related elements enriched with the DQ flags 
Data-related BPMN element Graphical Repre-

sentation 
Intended use of the Graphical Representation 

Message: Content of a communication 
between two participants. May be data 
structured or unstructured. 

It represents that data contained in the message might satisfy some DQ 
requirements for the sake of the business success, e.g. Completeness and 
Consistency in a drug prescription from the doctor to a patient. 

Message flow: It shows the flow of Mes-
sages (explicit with a Message or implicit 
without the Message) between two Partici-
pants 

It represents that data implicitly contained in the message (the message 
does not appear in the flow) might satisfy some DQ requirements to develop 
success- fully the BP, e.g. Timeliness for a credit card authorization from 
the bank. 

Conversation: Logical grouping of Mes-
sage exchanges (Message Flows) that can 
share a Correlation. Conversation has the 
data contents in the messages included on 
it. 

It represents that data in some messages contained in the conversation 
might satisfy some DQ requirements for the sake of the success the 
business process, e.g., Security and Accuracy of the data interchanged 
between a customer and an airline Web application during the flight 
booking process. 

Data Object: Primary construct for model-
ing data within the Process flow in BPMN. 
It can represent a singular object or a 
collection of objects, input data or output 
data. 

It represents that data in the data object might satisfy some DQ require-
ments to successfully achieve the goals of the business process, e.g. 
Completeness, Consistency and/or Accuracy of the data required to 
successfully deliver and ordered package to a customer. 

Data Store: It provides the necessary It represents that data contained in a data store might satisfy some DQ 
mechanisms for Activities to retrieve or requirements for the sake of the success of the business process, e.g. 
update stored information that will persist Checking the completeness of the data updated about product sale. 
beyond the scope of the Process. 

Activity: Work that is performed within a 
Business Process. The activity’s work may 
be the generation/processing of data. 

It represents that used/produced data in the activity might satisfy some 
DQ requirements to the business success, e.g. Checking the Precision and 
Accuracy of the budget generated as the output ofone activity. 

Figure 2 shows graphically the extension in BPMN 2.0 and the metamodel proposed to support the spec-
ifications of the DQ requirements for each DQ Flag in a BP model. In white color, Figure 2 illustrates 
some classes from BPMN 2.0: (a) the extension metamodel classes (Definition and Extension) from 
where is derived our proposal, and (b) a set of BPMN classes related with dqFlag class (our extension). 
In the same figure, in grey color, the metamodel that will support the derivation of DQ requirements from 
DQ Flags in the BPMN model is showed. More details about the extension can be found in[5]. 
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Figure 2. BPMN 2.0 extension and metamodel to obtain of DQ requirements from a BPMN model. 

3.1.2 A Repository of DQ Activities to tackle DQ Requirements 

In BPiDQ, the DQ requirements are expressed by means of some DQ dimensions. The DQ field provides 
different DQ models (generic set of DQ Dimensions) in order to address DQ concerns in different con-
texts [2]. Anyway, these DQ models have to be interpreted, and adapted to better fit in specific context. 
In our work we have decided to consider the most referenced DQ dimensions in the BP literature (see 
Table 1) to define a repository with DQ activities to tackle each one of them. Thereby, BPiDQ aims to 
enrich the BP model including a set of DQ activities, obtained from the repository, to tackle the DQ re-
quirements. Table 3 shows some commonly used DQ dimensions and some DQ activities to be per-
formed in order to guarantee that DQ requirements are satisfied within the considered Business Process. 
Note that these activities have been defined in a generic way and they need to be customized on the basis 
of the analyzed process and its corresponding context. 

DQ Dimension Definition Improvement Activities Examples 
Accuracy The extent to which 

data reflects a real-
world view within a 
context and a specif-
ic process [1, 18, 
20]. 

- Determine the data set, which re-
quires accuracy. 

- Verify data provided against the 
right domain. 

- Verify data coming from alternatives 
sources. 

- Clean database to achieve the re-
quired level of accuracy. 

- The price received by the client for a 
booking hotel must be accurate. 

- In a medical prescription, the name 
of the medicines can be confronted 
with the Vademecum. 

- The weight of a package to be deliv-
ered must be contained within a spe-
cific range of values. 

Timeliness The extent to which 
data are sufficiently 
updated for the 
context and a specif-
ic process [1, 19, 
20]. 

- Verify if data have the required age 
for the task. 

- From different sources, select the 
one providing data with the age re-
quired for the process. 

- Check if data are delivered within 
the required time. 

- Check if the same data are in differ-
ent company’s source and if it is 
closer to the right age required, and 
then take values from this source. 

- Bank’s response to check a credit 
card must be lower than 5 seconds. 

Completeness The extent to which 
data have all values 
necessary for a 
successful execution 
of a process in a 
specific domain and 
context [1, 19, 20]. 

- Specify which data are mandatory 
- Verify/Ensure whether all mandatory 

items of data have values. 
- Complete data provided with other 

sources of data. 
- Use a procedure to force the delivery 

of all mandatory data. 

- Check if the same data are in differ-
ent company’s and then complete the 
golden register 

- To deliver a package, all data about 
the address and customer identifica-
tion must be complete. 

Table 3. Example of improvement Activities associated with DQ dimensions. 
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3.1.3   A Repository of Standard DQ Use Cases to tackle the DQ requirements  
Taking into account that the BP will be supported by an information system, BPiDQ supports the genera-
tion of a set of use cases to represent the DQ requirements for the application to develop. Due to this 
reason, we have introduced as the third component of BPiDQ a repository that contains a set of standard 
use cases for each DQ dimension. The use cases have been customized and defined by considering: (a) 
the definition of each DQ dimension, (b) the set of DQ activities to address each DQ dimension (the pre-
vious component), and (c) knowledge previously extracted from existing literature contributions or/and 
from software developers experience. The idea is that based on these standard use cases the workers 
could specify a final use case version according to the BP modeled as it is explained in the following 
subsection. The standard DQ use cases do not consider specific associated actors because they must be 
specified in the final use case diagram (that will represent the requirements of the application that will 
support the BP) as «include» use cases for the use cases that will have interaction with the real actors 
(system´s users). As an example, Table 4 shows some standard DQ use cases for the DQ dimensions for 
accuracy (part a) and for completeness (part b). 

 

 
(a) DQ dimension of Accuracy (b) DQ dimension of  Completeness  

Table 4. Some standard use cases for Accuracy and Completeness DQ dimensions 

3.2 BPiDQ´s Stages  
In this section the four stages of BPiDQ, detailing the workers involved, component used, input and out-
puts for each one of them will be described. 

3.2.1   BPiDQ-S1: Data Quality-Aware Business Process Modeling 
This stage is devoted to capture high level DQ requirements at a BPMN Descriptive Level [23]. Such 
requirements are specified by Business People/Analysts and are graphically expressed by means of a specific 
mark called DQ Flag. Figure 3 shows graphically this stage highlighting the involved workers, inputs and out-
puts. 

 
Figure 3. BPiDQ-S1: Data Quality-Aware Business Process Modeling 
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- As showed in Figure 3, the workers start modeling a new BP or analyzing an existing one. The result 
of this stage is the BP enriched with a set of DQ Flags that highlight the points of the BP where the 
DQ is considered essential for the business success. The main activities involved in this stage are: 

- BPiDQ-S1.1. Enrichment of BP model with DQ Flags. Workers model a BP in the traditional way 
or start analyzing a BP model created previously. Using the dqBP extension, workers place DQ Flags 
for some data-related BPMN elements where they think that some DQ management activities are 
necessary to warranty the BP success. 

- BPiDQ-S1.2. Registration of additional information about the BP and DQ Flags. Some addition-
al information must be registered by means of text annotations. In particular: (a) business people 
must include the identification of each data element contained in the data-related BPMN elements 
marked with a DQ Flag, and (b) an estimation of the level of influence of each DQ Flag in the overall 
success of business process ranged as {“Low”, “Medium”, or “High”}. 

It is important to note that this stage is supposed to be performed by business people. Generally speak-
ing, they are not expert in technical issues, but they are expert in their own business processes. Thus, in 
this stage, our aim is to provide adequate mechanisms to express in a simple way the DQ necessities for 
a specific BP. 

3.2.2 BPiDQ-S2: Data Quality Requirement Specification 
In the second stage, the involvement of Business Analyst/Designer and also the DQ Expert is required. 
These workers should work together to analyze the modeled BP from a DQ point of view. Figure 4 shows 
graphically the involved workers, inputs and outputs of this stage. 

Figure 4. BPiDQ-S2: Data Quality Requirement Specification 

Taking as input product the artifact generated in the previous stage (a BP model enriched with DQ 
Flags), this stage is dedicated to specify low level DQ. Workers must review and analyze each DQ Flag in 
order to make a more refined and complete specification of the DQ requirements related with each one of 
the DQ Flags. The main activities involved in this stage are: 

• BPiDQ-S2.1. Collection and registration of metadata about the BP and the DQ Flags included 
on it. This metadata can be provided by experts and/or by software applications (when the BP is ac-
tually implemented and working). We have defined three types of metadata which should be collect-
ed: 

o Metadata about the BP flow provide information related to the BP control flow, and thus some 
metadata about the execution of certain activities in a process. For example, it should be useful 
to know the execution probability of each path on the BP. The range for the probability value is 
greater or equal than 0 and less or equal than 1. This probability could be estimated by the busi-
ness analyst from previous executions of the BP, or it may be calculated taking into account the 
alternative paths drawn by the gateways in the BP. 

o Metadata about the BP Performance refer to the performance conditions or constraints within 
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process flows. This metadata can be defined either at the process or at the task level. In both 
cases, the metadata store data about temporal conditions (e.g., maximum time that may be need-
ed to respond to a request). 

o Metadata about Data provide information regarding the data used throughout a process. For ex-
ample, for each DQ Flag, and for each data element on it, the corresponding metadata must be 
registered: BPMN element associated with the DQ Flag, DQ Flag’s path, previous and posterior 
activities associated to the DQ Flag, data element description, support (electronic/manual, etc.), 
source (internal/external), actions of use (use, creation, modification, etc.), the data volatility 
(i.e., permanent or transient information), and some other points of the BP where the same data 
is used, to name a few. 

• BPiDQ-S2.2. Specification of the DQ requirements for each data element on a DQ Flag. For 
each data element, a set of DQ dimensions along with their corresponding level of importance ranged 
typically as {“Low”, “ Medium”, “ High”} must be identified. The DQ experts must study dependen-
cies between the DQ dimensions associated with each data element to decide if any of them can be 
eliminated (e.g., to be incompatible with other). This decision must also consider the importance giv-
en to the DQ dimensions. 

• BPiDQ-S2.3. Refining the set of DQ Flags in the BP. Taking into account some of the metadata 
described previously, the specified DQ requirement, and the cost to satisfy the DQ requirements, the 
workers must decide the final set of DQ Flags. For this decision the following information is needed: 

o The level of influence of each DQ Flag on the overall success of the BP (registered in the first 
stage). 

o Probability of execution of the path in which each DQ Flag is placed (obtained from the metadata 
about the flow). 

o DQ Flag overhead, defined as the ratio between the number of new activities that has been add-
ed to tackle with the new DQ requirements (one activity for each DQ dimension) and the total 
number of activities in the BP. This factor shows the overhead relative of each DQ Flag in the 
BP. 

o Business constraints (obtained from metadata about performance). 
For example, if a DQ Flag has (i) a grade of influence higher than another one, (ii) a higher probabil-
ity to be executed than another DQ Flag, and (iii) a medium overhead in the BP, then, the first DQ 
Flag is considered more important and could have more probabilities to be addressed. 

Finally, the dependencies between the data elements in the same BP branch have to be studied, (for 
example to eliminate some redundant DQ Flags). 

As a result of this stage, the final configuration of DQ Flags for the BP model should be released. Also, 
the documentation about all DQ Flags (data-related BPMN elements and data elements associated), and 
the specification of DQ requirements for it (in low level) should be generated. 

3.2.3 BPiDQ-S3: Business Process DQ viewpoint Analysis and Improvement 
The third stage is devoted to analyze and decide the most suitable way to improve the BPMN model 
from the DQ point of view. This stage is executed at the BPMN analytic level [23], and the workers in-
volved are the Business Designer and DQ Expert. Figure 5 shows graphically the workers, inputs and 
outputs of this stage. 
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Figure 5. BPiDQ-S3: Business Process DQ viewpoint Analysis and Improvement 

As showed in Figure 5, in this stage the workers generate the final version of the BP model. This version 
will include the modifications needed to address the DQ requirements and defined taking into account 
the metadata associate with the BP to decide the best solution. In this stage, the following activities are 
executed: 

- BPiDQ-S3.1. Selection of the improvement actions for satisfying the low-level 
DQRequirements. Considering the DQ requirements in each DQ Flag and some metadata, a set of 
new activities should be selected to assure the adequate level of DQ for the data in the BP. Thus, the 
BP model will be enriched with the inclusion of new activities in order to avoid some DQ problems 
and consequently to minimize the risk due to poor data quality. The activities will be provided from 
the DQ activities Repository (component of BPiDQ previously explained) that contains a set of DQ 
activities for each DQ dimension and considering the use of data (creation, use, modification). 

- BPiDQ-S3.2. Improvement of the BP model to satisfy the DQ requirements. Taking into account 
the DQ requirements, the flow of the BP and the set of new DQ activities selected to be included in 
the BP model, workers must study how to change the BP model in order to assure the most appropri-
ate configuration to satisfy the DQ requirements. This means: 

o Generate alternative BP models, which integrate the DQ activities to satisfy the DQ require-
ments in the BP flow. For example, alternative models depending on the actions to develop 
where a DQ problem raises may be generated, one of them to abort the execution or another 
one to develop some actions and follow the execution. 

o Study the BP flow to decide whether it is necessary a redefinition of it in order to satisfy 
some DQ requirements. For example, if two sequential activities are independent between 
them, then, they can be executed in parallel in order to improve the time-related data quality 
dimensions. 

o Evaluate the proposed alternatives and select the most suitable one that better satisfy both da-
ta quality requirements and the business objectives. A cost-benefit analysis must be conduct-
ed, considering the costs of the implementation, the user satisfaction, the success of the BP, 
etc. 

In this stage, the final version of the BP will be released. This stage works with the BP model at the 
BPMN analytic level what allows modeling the BP with more details than at the BPMN descriptive level. 
Thus, considering the granularity of the activities in this level, we have decided to generate the model 
with two levels of details. The first one will include, for each DQ Flag, a set of collapsed sup-processes. 
Each one of these sub-processes represents a DQ dimension that must be assured for the data element 
involved in the DQ Flag. The second, for each one of these DQ collapsed sub-processes, in a lower level 
of detail, will include an expanded Sub-Process that contains all the activities selected to assure the cor-
responding DQ dimension. 

3.2.4 BPiDQ-S4: Data Quality Use Case Diagram Generation 
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The common next step for the business process modeling, considering for example an MDA approach, is 
the development of software to support it. Thus, the fourth stage of BPiDQ represents a first approach 
toward the definition of requirements for developing applications able to satisfy the specified DQ re-
quirements. For doing so, we provide the support by means of the generation of a set of use cases that 
represent the requirements related with the activities in the BP that tackle the DQ expressed like DQ 
Flags. Figure 6 shows graphically the workers, inputs and outputs of this stage. 

Figure 6. BPiDQ-S4: Data Quality Use Case Diagram Generation 

Figure 6 introduces the involved workers: System Analyst and DQ Expert. Based on the BP refined with 
DQ activities and a set of standard use cases (from the repository explained in section 4), these workers 
will instantiate a set of use case diagrams customized for the specific BP. The following activities are to 
be executed in this stage: 

- BPiDQ-S4.1. Generation of use case diagrams based on the DQ requirements. For each DQ col-
lapsed sub-process incorporated in BP, the workers will select the appropriate use cases from the 
standard use case repository. Indeed, they must select the use case based on the DQ dimension relat-
ed, and the activities contained in the expanded Sub-Process. 

- BPiDQ-S4.2. Customization of the use cases with the specific BP. The workers will refine the DQ 
use cases diagrams generated, customizing the use cases with the BP. From the swimlanes, they can 
identify the actors. From metadata, they can also identify the data elements to be manipulated, the action 
developed with the data (creation, elimination or use), the sources of data, etc. 

Thus, in this stage a set of use cases diagram available of input for the software development will be pro-
duced. Our intention is that the developers can be aware as early as possible of the DQ requirements for 
the BP, and they have a set of seminal use cases to implement the software considering DQ issues. 

The following section illustrates the use of BPiDQ by means of an example. 

4. AN EXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF BPIDQ 
Let us consider the process of payment and delivery of the ordered products. The description of the BP of 
this example starts with the payment phase. The payment can be processed in two different ways: by 
credit card or by cash (or check). If payment is made by credit card, it is necessary to ask for card author-
ization to the «Financial Institution». If the credit card payment is not authorized, then, the process fin-
ishes. If the payment is performed by cash (or check), no controls are needed. When the payment is com-
plete, the Distribution Department prepares the package and delivers it to the customer, and after this, the 
process ends. The remainder of this section is devoted to demonstrate how the proposed methodology can 
be applied. 

In the first stage (“BPiDQ-S1.Data Quality Aware Business Process Modeling”), business people must 
identify which data-related BPMN elements could be susceptible to be linked to DQ Flags. In our exam-
ple, two DQ Flags are defined. The first one, named DQFlag1, is associated with the Data Object needed 
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as input in the “Delivery package to customer” activity (see Fig. 7). This Data Object contains the Deliv-
ery Order with the customer information necessary to deliver the package (identification, address). The 
second DQ flag, named DQFlag2, is associated with the Message Flow coming from the Financial Insti-
tution pool to Sales lane. This Message Flows contains the Financial Institution response a message with 
the authorization or the rejection to process the payment with customer credit card. As output of this 
stage, the business process model shown in Figure 7 is generated and enriched with symbol for DQ Flag. 
In this figure it is possible to see how the data-related BPMN elements have been marked with the special 
symbol . Also, workers registered the additional information about DQ Flags, data-element identified 
and their influence in the BP success, in a text annotation artifact. 

Figure 7. Illustrative example: BPMN model with DQ Flags. 

In the second stage (“BPiDQ-S2. Data Quality Requirements Specification”), the workers (Business 
Analyst/Designer and DQ Expert) register metadata about the BP and DQ Flags. They also reviewed each 
one of the DQ Flags to specify the corresponding low level DQ requirements. For performing the realiza-
tion of the DQFlag1, the definition of a DQFlagSpecification1 is required. Therefore, they must define 
the DQ dimensions, and their importance. DQ requirements for Delivery Order involve two DQ dimen-
sions, which are considered as relevant for the BP: Accuracy and Completeness. On the other hand, for 
the DQFlag2, the DQFlagSpecification2 is defined and DQ Requirements for “Financial Institution Re-
sponse” consider the DQ Dimension Currentness. In addition, for the two DQ Flags the probability of 
execution and overhead (and some other information) are obtained and/or calculated. Most important 
details about both DQ flags specifications are shown in Table 5. Taking into account the available in-
formation, the workers must decide the definitive set of DQ dimensions for the data elements in each DQ 
Flag. Besides, they must decide the final set of DQ Flags. In our example, DQFlag1 has a High impact on 
the success of the business process. Even if they have not any initial knowledge on the process execution, 
the estimated probability of execution of the delivery action is 75% because the BP flow shows (taking 
into account the exclusive gateways) that in some cases the activity related with the DQ Flag may be not 
executed. 
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Table 5. DQ Flags specifications 

The overhead associated with this DQ Flag is 25% because in order to tackle with the DQ requirements, 
two new activities must be included in the process (see in grey colour, the new activities in the left side of 
Figure 8). 

Figure 8. BP model improved. 

DQFlag2 has a Medium impact on the success of the business process. The probability of requesting the 
payment authorization is 50% because when the payment is not performed by credit card the activity 
related with the DQ Flag is not executed. The overhead associate to this DQ Flag is 12.5% because to 
tackle the DQ requirements must be included a new activity in the process (see, in grey colour, the new 
activity in Figure 8 (left side)). Finally, since the data elements associated with each DQ Flag are crucial 
for the business process success, the workers decided to implement the improvement actions for both DQ 
Flags. Note that in this stage the BP is modified including a new activity (collapsed sub-process) for each 
DQ dimension in each DQ Flag point (BPMN Descriptive Level). 

In the third stage (“BPiDQ-S3. Business Process DQ Viewpoint Analysis and Improvement”), the busi-
ness process designer and DQ Expert must decide which specific DQ improvement activities should be 
adopted. First, and considering each DQ dimension to engage, the use of the data elements and the neces-
sary information recollected, they must select from the repository the most suitable activities. After this, 
workers must evaluate the possible alternatives to integrate these new activities in the BP. In our exam-
ple, the activities selected and their flow is showed in Figure 8 (right side). Note that in this stage the 
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collapsed sub-process are replaced for expanded sub-process, considering a more detailed level in the BP 
model (BPMN Analytic Level). Finally, in the fourth stage (“BPiDQ-S4. Data Quality Use Case Dia-
grams Generation”) the Use Case diagrams which specify the DQ requirements for the software that will 
implement the improved BP model must be generated. Thus, in our example, the standard use cases for 
each DQ Flag and the corresponding DQ requirements were firstly selected. After this, the workers custom-
ized the use cases the BP modelling. Figure 9 shows the use case diagram generated for the requirements re-
lated with the DQFlag1. 

Figure 9. Use case diagram for the BP model. 

The use case diagrams generated in this stage are generic, and they constitute a very first approach to-
wards the software development. In our opinion, although in a simple way, this example demonstrates 
that our methodology is useful to involve the business people since the earliest definition of the DQ re-
quirements of their business process. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Poor data quality has severe impacts on the performance of an organization. Most of the organizations are 
aware about data quality issues, but frequently, they do not have a proactive attitude to address the DQ prob-
lems before their apparition. To this aim, in this paper we have presented the BPiDQ methodology that is 
oriented to support the modelling and design of data quality-aware business process and the generation of 
DQ requirements for the software development. BPiDQ allows business people to include DQ needs in 
business process modeling using DQ Flags. Then, for each one of these DQ Flags, BPiDQ allows workers 
to specify DQ requirements that will drive improvements over the original BP model in order to guaran-
tee the DQ level required. Furthermore, the methodology supports the specification of use cases for the 
data quality-aware software development. Our future work will focus on three different goals: (a) Con-
duct some more case studies to obtain the opinion and feedback of the different workers involved, (b) 
Build a tool to support the methodology allowing the automatic development of some activities, and (c) 
Refine the methodology stages in order to better support the process improvement. 
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